
 5:00 RNA Drops customers all over the world.
The world changes on its own. We are happy and enjoying
everything.
Relief that we don't have to be our brother's or sister's keeper.
Putting people in less than position creates drama.
We are all equally able to display our God-Given gifts.
Reconnect and reground through RNA Drops and Complement
Products.

9:07
Relax and allow and drop the labyrinth of your mind that
every little thing is going to harm you.
Methylated system  and magnesium.
Took out of purple capsule and put in veggie caps.

13:18

Sulfur amino acids. 

Sulfur in amino acids is a gentle way to introduce sulfur.

17:02
PIC line and being encouraged to get a port.
Mayo Clinic and weren't given any hope.
Deep vein thrombosis.

19:32 Audio is silent.
21:35 Areas where people need some copper.

A lot more copper around than zinc.
When you get too much copper, you push down zinc.
When you get too much zinc, you push down copper.
Birth control pills make zinc levels low.
Relative excess of copper.

Product that would have minerals that support the thyroid.
Focus of minerals in the medical world is calcium.
Taking calcium to the exclusion of other minerals causes an
imbalance.

25:15 Electrolytes are for people who exercise? Required for cell
signaling, communication, cell replication.
People think athletes need electrolytes because they sweat
them out.
Where do you start? They don't know what's going on.
Heard about magnesium. Their thyroid is low. Their adrenals
are shot. They are toxic. Where do you start?
It looks totally impossible to dig themselves out.

2012rnaradio.com - archives for all shows and PayDay
New ReAline - how is that performing?

RNA Drops and ReAline -  skin is smoothing out
iON talked about elimination of cellulite.

Why not sulfur in ReLyte - allergic to sulfur or blocked receptors.

ReMag in a spray.
Using ReMag in a spray to help kids.
Hypomagnesium - low magnesium diagnosis for husband

Options: Port or ReMag
ReMag is working.

Bioavailability.

Really think the way the Completement Formulas are set up,



the solution is there.
Everything has to be done very slowly and gently with the
right combination of products.

28:43 Yeast overgrowth story via Sue Bone.

18 months of chemotherapy recommended by her doctor.
She made a huge breakthrough knowing that she has yeast
overgrowth.
Just finishing a book about yeast overgrowth.
Some people that need some transition space where they can
get control of their yeast and go from there.
Need magnesium to deal with the toxins that the yeast forms.

Rigorous yeast elimination diets.

Recommends Prescript Assist.
2 tsp of Apple Cider Vinegar before the meal.
Pancreatic enzymes and hydrochloric acid.
NOW Brand Super Enzymes have both.
RNA Drops may not be aggressive enough for the level of yeast.
May need a transition program.
Perception of people they have something horrible.
How can simple things treat the horrible?
People look for a bigger intervention.

of itself.
45:20 Acceptance of technology with no critique of it.

Check genes to remove a gene with a disease.
When that doesn't work, they'll remove body parts.
What triggers the genes to work in an abnormal way?
It's your vitamins and minerals.
Our bodies are such intelligent life forms. We just don't let
it happen.
We are the greatest technology and authority over our own
domain which is our physical world with assistance from our
food.
Engage it. Embrace it. Relax and allow.
Simple food form. Not expensive. Not exclusive.
Basic conversation and education.

50:36 Such great results with a little setbacks.
Sleeping poorly after awhile. We have a feeling like we want to
revisit our illnesses.
Alignment issue with my back.

We have these building blocks. They are not going to change
the way you sit, the way you do your activities. That has to be

Inflammatory arthritis and Celiac Disease.

yeastconnection.com

Basics - probiotic and digestive enzymes.

Completement Formulas give what the body wants to take care

Dr. Dean uses the egoscue tower and referred him to Lynn
Foutch.
He  found an egoscue practitioner to see in-person.



a conscious effort.

Body is crying out for the next step, the alignment.
Too forward in my posture; working on big computer project.

Egoscue Tower - hips are event, body has shifted.
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